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In this paper, the authors proposed model selection methods for determination of 
the number of signals in presence of noise with arbitrary covariance matrix. This 
problem is related to finding the multiplicity of the smallest eigenvalue of Z,C;‘, 
where Z, = Z’+ E,, C, and Zz are covariance matrices, I is a scalar, and r is non- 
negative definite matrix and is not of full rank. Also, the authors proposed methods 
for determination of the multiplicities of various eigenvalues of Z:z,LI;‘. The 
methods used in these procedures are based upon certain information theoretic 
criteria. The strong consistency of these criteria is established in this paper. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the area of signal processing, a model that is often used involves 
expressing the observation vector as the sum of a noise vector and a vector 
of linear combinations of the (random) signal vector. The noise vector and 
signal vector are usually assumed to be distributed independently as com- 
plex multivariate normal with zero mean vectors. For a discussion of the 
complex multivariate normal, the reader is refered to Wooding [ 191. When 
the noise is spatially white, the problem of detection of the number of 
signals transmitted is related to finding the multiplicity of the smallest 
eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of the observation vector. So, eigen- 
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value methods play an important role in signal processing. These methods 
play a dominant role in the area of multivariate statistical analysis. Some 
workers (e.g., see Kumaresan and Tufts [8], Liggett [9], Schmidt [13], 
Tufts, Kirsteins, and Kumaresan [16], Wax and Kailath [17]) in signal 
processing have used the eigenvalue methods when the noise is white. 
Recently, eigenvalue methods involving information theoretic criteria are 
used by Wax and Kailath [17] and Zhao, Krishnaiah, and Bai [20] for 
determination of the number of signals in presence of spatially white noise. 
The object of this paper is to detect the number of signals present in 
presence of spatially colored noise. This problem is equivalent to the 
problem of studying the rank of r when z:, = r+ AC,, 1 is a known or 
unknown scalar, Cz and Ci are p x p covariance matrices and r is non- 
negative definite matrix of unknown rank q < p. This problem arises in 
other areas like one-way multivariate components of variance model and 
factor analysis. Now, let n, S1 and n,& be distributed independently as 
central Wishart matrices with n, and n2 degrees of freedom and E(S,) = Ci 
(i= 1,2). Rao [ll] d erived the likelihood ratio test (LRT) statistic for the 
rank of r when I is unknown. He also derived a modified LRT statistic for 
the rank of r when 1 is known. The main contribution of our paper is to 
propose certain information theoretic criteria for detection of the number 
of signals and establish the property of strong consistency. The paper is 
organized as follows. 
In Section 2 of the paper, we discuss the model considered in the case of 
spatially colored noise. In Section 3, we discuss the LRT and other test 
procedures for testing the hypothesis that the last few eigenvalues of C,C; ’ 
are equal to 1 for the cases when 1 is known and unknown. We propose 
certain information theoretic criteria in Section 4 for detection of the num- 
ber of signals when 2 is known as well as when it is unknown and establish 
the strong consistency of these procedures. Some alternative information 
theoretic criteria are also mentioned. In Section 5, we discuss the 
applications of the above results to determine the rank of the covariance 
matrix of random effects vector under multivariate one-way classification 
model. In Section 6, we investigate the problem of determination of the 
number of signals and the multiplicities of the eigenvalues of ,E’,C; i which 
are different from the smallest eigenvalue. 
2. A MODEL IN SIGNAL PROCESSING 
In the area of signal processing, the following model is used: 
x(t)=As(t)+J;in(t) (2.1) 
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where x(t): p x 1 is the observation vector, A = [A(@,),..., A(@,)], s’(t) = 
(sl(t),.-, s&t)), s,(t) is a complex waveform which is referred to as ith signal, 
A(Qj) is p x 1 complex vector which depends upon the vector mi of 
unknown parameters associated with ith signal, n(t) is a complex vector 
associated with the noise and 1 is known or unknown scalar. We assume 
that s(t) and n(z) are distributed independently as complex multivariate 
normal with covariance matrices Y and C, , respectively, E(s(t)) = 0 and 
E(n(t)) = 0. Also A denotes the complex conjugate of A and A* denotes the 
transpose of 6. The number of signals, q, transmitted is equal to the rank 
of A’PA*. If 1, > 1.’ > 1, denote the eigenvalues of C2C; ‘, q is given by 
A,3 .‘. >E,,>A,+,== ... =I,4 (2.2) 
since Ez = AYA* + E,. When X, = I,, the problem of determination of 
the number of signals was considered in the literature. Wax and Kailath 
(1985) used Akaike’s AIC criterion (see Akaike [l]) and the minimum 
description length (MDL) criterion due to Rissanen [12] and Schwartz 
[15] when I is unknown, and the underlying distribution is complex mul- 
tivariate normal. Zhao, Krishnaiah, and Bai [20] considered an alternative 
criterion and established its strong consistency for the cases when ,l is 
known and unknown when the underlying distribution is complex mul- 
tivariate normal. They have also considered certain cases when the underly- 
ing distribution is not necessarily complex multivariate normal. But, it is 
not always realistic to assume that C, = I,. We assume that the covariance 
matrix 2, of n(t) is arbitrary and an independent estimate S, of E, is 
available from a different data set. Also, we assume that n, independent 
observations x(ti),..., x(t,,) are available on x(t). In this case, we can 
estimate Cz with S2 where n,S, = c,“& 1 X(tj) X*( tj). Since n, S, and n,S2 
are distributed independently as complex Wishart matrices with n, and n2 
degrees of freedom respectively, E( S, ) = C i and E( S,) = 2, = A YA * + LC, , 
the methods developed in this paper are useful in finding the number of 
signals transmitted. 
We will develop the methodology for finding q such that 2 1 z . . . > A, > 
/I Y+l= -‘. =Ap=Iz, where A,> ... 3 1, are the eigenvalues of z3,z; ‘, n, S, 
and n,Sz are distributed independently as real central Wishart matrices 
with n, and n2 degrees of freedom, E(S,) = Ci(i= 1, 2) and C, = 
AYA’ + E, when 1 is a real scalar. Here A: p x q is a real unknown matrix, 
!P: q x q is a real, positive definite matrix. The above methodology needs 
only trivial modification when n, S, and n,S, are complex Wishart 
matrices. 
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3. TESTS FOR THE EQUALITY OF THE LAST FEW EIGENVALUES OF Z,Z;' 
Let n,Si and n2S, be distributed independently as central Wishart 
matrices with n, and n2 degrees of freedom respectively, E(S,) = C,, 
E(S,) = C1, and C, = A IYA + AC,. The log likelihood function log L(o) is 
given by 
2 log L(0)= -n, logjC,/ -n, loglC,J -n, tr ,ZFIS1 -n2 tr C;‘S,. (3.1) 
Let H,: A,> ... >I,>&+l= ... =A,=l. We first calculate 
supBEeli log L(8), where Ok is the parametric space under H,. Let the 
eigenvalues of S, SC ’ be 6, 2 . . . 3 6,. With probability one we have 6, > 
6,> ... >6,>0. We know that there exists two nonsingular matrices R 
and fi such that 
Z, = RR’, .Z2 = RAR’ 
s, = iw, S2 = l?Al?‘, 
(3.2) 
where A = diag(A, ,..., ;IP) and A = diag(b, ,..., 6,). Let R -‘A = V. Then 
2logL(8)= -(n, +n,)loglffff’l -n,log(~,...~,)+L,(V’,/i), (3.3) 
where 
L,(v’, A)=(n, +n,)Iog~VV~ -n, tr I/‘V-n, &(A-‘VAV’). (3.4) 
First we fix A = diag(l,,..., A,,) and compute Sup y. L,( v’, A). If we take 





where I, is the p x p identity matrix, and 
cl,=n,ln, IL = n2h n=n,+n,. (3.6) 
From (3.5) it follows that A I”,4 - ’ V is symmetric and hence 
AV’A-‘V= V’A-‘VA. Since 6,>6,> ... >6,>0, AV’A-‘V is diagonal 
so that by (3.5), V’V is diagonal. Thus there is an orthogonal matrix 
Q and a diagonal matrix D = diag[d,,..., d,], such that V= QD. 
Since A and AV’/i - ’ V are diagonal, AV’A ~ ’ V = A”2V’A -‘VA”’ = 
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A 112 DQ’A - lQ DA 11-2 so that Q’A -‘Q is also diagonal and the diagonal 
elements are the same as those of A -‘. Hence 
Q’A -‘Q = diag[A;i,,..., A;;,] (3.7) 
where (rc( 1) ,..., n(p)) is a permutation of ( 1, 2 ,..., p). 




Also, we have by (3.5) 
-n, tr V’V-n, tr(AV’A-IV)= -(n, +n,)p. (3.10) 
By (3.4), (3.9), and (3.10), 
s~~L,(Y.,n)=suPi(n,+n,)(- ~,log(z.+B,),;:,6;)-P)} 
- i log(a,+f3,~z~‘6i)--p (3.11) 
i=l 
where sup* indicates that the supremum is taken over all the permutations 
of (1, 2 )...) p). so, 
sup 2 log L(8) = SUP n ,?c@k I)> “- ‘,&> 1 
- +t+ 1 log(a, + P, hi) - i log(% + P&l JJ}, (3.12) 
i=l 
where Ok denotes the parametric space when H, is true. Let r = # (i < p: 
di> 1). Also, let d=min{k, r}, and set 
(bl=n 2 { -log(a,+B,~;‘6i)-B,10g~i) 
i= 1 
&=n 5 {-log(a,+~,i;16i)-~~10g~,}. 
i=ci+ 1 
(3.13) 
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Wenotethat6,>6,>...>6,>1,andSup,,.....,,,,~,canbereached 
at Izi = hi, for i = l,..., d. For i= d+ l,..., k, 6, < 1 and Izi > 1, we see that the 
function 
f,(A,) = -log(a, + &J,’ S;) - p, log Ai (3.14) 
has negative derivative, and A.(&) is decreasing and continuous. Thus 
SUP.fi(&) =fif,(l), i = d+ l,..., k. 
i.,> I 
From the above discussion, we have 
and 
SUP 4, = -np, i log C!Ii (3.15) 
%,a ‘.’ >%d> I i= I 
Sup 42= --n 1 log(%+P,J;). (3.16) 
%d+ 13 P i.k > I r=d+l 
From (3.12)-(3.16), it follows that 
sup 2 log L(8) = --n 1oglRR’l + p + fi, E log hi 
,?E@k i= 1 
--n i C1og(an + Pn si) - Pn log sil 
i= I + min(k,r) 
= -n, logIS, -n,logjS,I -np 
--n j=,+$in,k,, C10g(cc,+P,6i)-Pn10g6il. t3.17) 
So, the LRT statistic for testing the hypothesis H, against the alternative 
that the rank is more than k is given by 
Lk = (a, + /?, hi)y2 lyJ2. 
i= 1 + min(k,r) 
The LRT statistic for testing H, against H, (k < t) is given by 
min(r,r) 
Lkr = ,-, (a, + b, di)-n’2 d;8n’2 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
i= 1 + min(k, T) 
if k<z. If kar, then L,,= 1. 
Rao [ 111 considered the problem of testing the hypothesis that the rank 
of r is k against the alternative that it is greater than k when C, = r+ AZ, 
683.120/l-3 
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and r is nonnegative definite for the cases when ;1= 1 and when I is 
unknown. He proposed a modified LRT procedure and the LRT procedure 
for testing the hypothesis on the rank of r according as A= 1 and A is 
unknown. 
When I is unknown, let Ht denote the hypothesis that 
for k = 0, l,..., (p- 1). Let it4: d enote the model for which Hz is true. It is 
known (see Rao [ll]) that the supremum of the logarithm of the 
likelihood function under Ht is given by 
+og/s,/ +og/s,/ -F 
CarI log likO + Pn log 6j-10g(crnfik0 + Pm sj)l (3.20) 




As pointed out in Rao [ 111, the logarithm of the likelihood ratio statistic 
is given by 
-2logL,*=log fi (tn2 Bi+nlLkO)/H)“&] (3.23) 
i=k+l I k0 
which is distributed as chi-square with [(p - k)(p -k + 1) - 2]/2 degrees 
of freedom as n, and n, tend to infinity. 
We will propose the following alternative procedures for testing the 
hypothesis H, against the alternative that &+ i > 1. We accept or reject H, 
against A,+, > 1 according as 
where 
dhk+ 1 P...T 6,) 5 c, (3.24) 
PM6 k+l,...,8p)~C,lHkl=(1-CI). (3.25) 
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and g(6, + 1 ,..., 6,) is a suitable function of bk+ i ,..., 6,. For example, 
g(6 k+l,..., 6,) may be 8k+l or Sk+, + .. * + 6,. The exact distributions of 
the above statistics are complicated. Also, they involve nuisance parameters 
unless k = 0. But, the joint asymptotic distribution of 6, + 1 ,..., 6,, is given in 
a companion paper (in preparation) for the real and complex cases. A 
review of other asymptotic results was given in Muirhead [lo]. We can use 
the above results to obtain asymptotic distributions of statistics like 6,+, 
and 6,+, + ... + 6,. Asymptotic joint distributions of certain functions of 
the eigenvalues of some random matrices under non-normal situations are 
given in Fang and Krishnaiah [4]. 
We will now consider the case when 2 is unknown. Let H$: Izj = s. Then 
Ht can be decomposed as nf:L+, H& nf:i+, H$+I, or r)k<i<jCp H,T. 
Motivated by the above decompositions, we propose the following 
procedures. We accept H: against Uf:i+, [Ai > ,?,I if 
(W,) G Cal (3.26) 
for i= k + l,..., p - 1 and reject it otherwise where 
~C&+,l~pK~~AHk*l =(I --01). (3.27) 
If HT is rejected, we accept or reject the subhypothesis H,*, I according as 
6i/6p 5 c~1 (3.28) 
for i= k + 2,..., p - 1. The hypothesis Hz when tested against 
of::+ 1 (li > li+ 1) is accepted if 
(6i/6i+ 1) 6 cd (3.29) 
for i = k + l,..., (p - 1) and rejected otherwise where 
pC(6i/6i+l)GcaZ; i=k+l,...,p-lIHH,*]=(l-a). (3.30) 
Similarly, the hypothesis Hz when tested against Uk < i<jG p [Ai > ij] is 
accepted if and only if 
for ic j and i=k+ l,..., p- 1, where 
~C(~,+,/6,)~c,,I~,*1=(1-cr). (3.31) 
We can also use ~5~+,/(8~+~+ ... + 6,) as a test statistic. Exact com- 
putations of the probability integrals associated with the above procedures 
are complicated and involve nuisance parameters except when k = 0. But, 
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approximations to the critical values c,i, c,*, and cm3 can be derived for 
large samples. When L’, = L’,, percentage points of 6 i, 6, /6, and the joint 
distribution of 6, and 6, are known in the literature (e.g., Krishnaiah [7]). 
Percentage points of certain functions of the eigenvalues of S, SF’ are given 
in Krishnaiah and Schuurman [6] when C, = L’:, and n, S, and n2 S, are 
distributed independently as complex Wishart matrices. 
4. DETECTION OF THE NUMBER OF SIGNALS USING INFORMATION 
THEORETIC CRITERIA 
In the preceding section, we discussed various procedures for testing the 
hypotheses on the number of signals. We will now discuss procedures for 
detection of the number of signals by using information theoretic criteria. 
When A= 1, the likelihood ratio test statistic L, for Hk is given by (3.18). 
Now, let 
and 
G(k) = log L, 
Z(k, C,) = -log L, + C,v(k, p) (4.1) 
where v(k, p) = tk(2p - k + 1) denotes the number of free parameters and 
C, satisfies the following condition: 
(i) lim (C,/n) =0 (4.2) 
n-m 
(ii) lim (C,/log log n) = ~0. (4.3) n-a 
Then, we find 4 satisfying 
I(& C,)=min{l(O, C,) ,..., Z(p- 1, C,)> (4.4) 
and use 4 as an estimate of q which is the number of signals present in the 
true model M,. The strong consistency of 4 is proved below: 
THEOREM 4.1. Zfn,S,- W,(n,,z;), i=l, 2, n=n,+n,-*a, and a,,= 
nl/n E [a, b] c (0, 1) with a, b being constants, then 4 is a strongly estimate of 
q under the model M,. 
Proof: It is known (see Zhao, Krishnaiah, and Bai [20]) that 
(4.5) 
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Using Taylor’s expansion, we get 
10~(~~+~~6~)~~~10~6j~~~~~~(6~~1)*(1+~(1)) a.s. (4.6) 
for i > q. Here we used the fact that 
lim di= 1 a.s. for i > q. (4.7) n-tm 
With probability one for large n, we have min(q, r) = q, so that, for large n, 
IG(q) - G(k)1 = O(log log n) = o(C,) (4.8) 
and 
(Its CJ - 16% CJYC, = -(G(q) - W))IC, - (k - qW -k - q + 1 V 
-, -(k-q)(2p-k-q+ 1)/2 (4.9) 
when k > q. Thus with probability one, for large n, 
Z(q, C,) < Z(k C,) if k > q. (4.10) 
Since, with probability one, min(q, z) = q, for large n, we have 
G(q)-G(k)=n i Clog(a,+B,6i)-Bnlog6il 
i=k+l 
(4.11) 
for k < q. Note that for i < q, lim, _ ~ hi = Ai > 1, we see that there exists a 
constant p > 1 such that with probability one 
di>P for i = k + l,..., q, 
for large IZ. By the monotonicity of 
f(@ = l%(% + P, 6) -Al 1% 63 (4.12) 
we have 
G(q) - G(k) > n(q - k)Ch(a, + D,P) -B, log PI. (4.13) 
We now fix p and treat log(a + fip) - /3 log p as a function of c( on [a, b]. 
By the continuity there exists c(~ E [a, b] such that 
lOd% + BnPL) -P, 1% P 2 lOd% + P&L) - Pcl lois P > 0, (4.14) 
where f10 = 1 - ~1~. Noting that C,,/n + 0 we have with probability one 
Z(q, C,) -4k C,) < 0 for k<q (4.15) 
for large n. So, the proof of Theorem 4.1 follows from (4.10) and (4.15). 
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If we use Akaike’s AIC criterion, the estimate q of q is chosen such that 
AIC(g)=min{AIC(O),..., AIC(p- 1); (4.16) 
where 
AIC(k) = -2 log L, + 2v(k, p) (4.17) 
where v(k, p) = k(2p- k+ 1)/2. On the other hand, if we use the MDL 
criterion, the estimate 4 of q is chosen such that 
MDL(q) = min{MDL(O),..., MDL(p - 1)) (4.18) 
where 
log n 
MDL(k) = -log L, + 2 v(k, p). (4.19) 
The probability of correct detection for the criterion considered by us is 
given by 
P(CD)=P[Z(q, C,)-Z(k, C,)<O;k=O, l,..., (p- l),k#qIHJ. (4.20) 
It would be of interest to compare numerically the probability of correct 
detection of the criteria Z(i, C,), AIC(Q), and MDL(q). 
We now discuss the problem of detection of the number of signals when 
1 is unknown. In this case, the logarithm of the LRT statistic for Hz is 
given by (3.23). Now, let 
G*(k) = log L; (4.21) 
and assume that C, satisfies the conditions (4.2) and (4.3). Then an 
estimate of q, the true number of signals, is given by 4 where 
d=max{k:l<k<p-l,G*(k)-G*(k-l)>C,) (4.22) 
and max @ =O, where 121 denotes empty set. Let J4: denote the model 
under which Hz is true. We now prove the strong consistency of the above 
method. 
THEOREM 4.2. Zf n,S,- Wp(ni,Ci), i= 1, 2, n + 00, and a,,~ [a, b] c 
(0, 1) with a, b being constants, then, under the true model My*, 4 is a strongly 
consistent estimate of q. 
Proof: For simplicity, we assume II = 1. As pointed out earlier 
jJj - Ajl = O(Jm) a.s. (4.23) 
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for j = l,..., p. Since 6,>6,> ... > 6, with probability one, we can see from 
(3.21) or (3.22) that ;iko>,&+,,O for O<k<p- 1. 
We assume that M,* is the true model and k b q. As mentioned above, 
(6,-1(=O(J(l/n)loglogn) a.s. 
forj>q. Assume ISj- 11 >E,, forj>k+ 1. Then 
p-k Gf ‘j =p-k6 (p-k) 
anikdl-&,)-‘+Bn j=k+1anJfkc)+Pn6j an&J1 +E~)-‘+P~’ 
(4.24) 
and 1 -r,<&..< 1 +E,. Thus we have 
p,, - 11 = O(Jqjx&&i) as., k > q. (4.25) 
Using Taylor’s expansion, we see that for k z q, 
n f Ca,log%,+P,Jog6j-log(a,fi,,+P,6j)l 
j=k+l 
2:. f [-a,(Ik0-1)2-P,(6i-1)2 
/=k+l 
+ (a,(jl^k,- 1)+Pn(sj-1))2J(1 +41)) 
= O(log log n) a.~. 
If k > q, then from lim, _ H, C,/log log n = co, we get 
G*(k)-G*(k- l)=o(C,) a.s. (4.26) 
Thus, with probability one, we have for large n, 
G*(k) - G*(k - 1) < C, for k>q, (4.27) 
which implies 4 = 0 if q = 0. Now we assume that 1 f k < q. We have 
G*(k)-G*(k- l)=n{g(&,)- g(&- ~,o)-a,lOg~,-,,,-8,lOg 6, 
+ l”g(aHAk- 1.0 + bn dk,)l (4.28) 
where 
g(x)=a,(p-k)logx- f log(a,x+b,bi). 
i=k+l 
(4.29) 
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So we have 
dik0) - Sbfk - 1.0) ’ 0. 
Let pn be the solution of the following equation: 
From 
p-k+l= 
ickrp:fli. n n n J 
p-k+l= f sj 
i=k anfik- l.O+ Pn6j 
and lim,, _ a ~5~ = Aj as., it follows that 
lim (1, _ ,.O - cl,) = 0 as. 




Thus we have 
z +g(~,& + b,&) - a, log /i,, - & log lb,) { 1 + o(l)}. (4.33) 
Since 
it follows that, ,u, <p. < A, for some constant po. Hence 
2 log(a,~O + Pdk) - a,, log PO - p,, log 1k p h(crn). (4.34) 
Note that h(a) is continuous for CI E [a, 61 where /3 = 1 - LX. So there exists 
an C(~E [cc, 61 such that 
h(a,) > h(a,) =log(&,& + &,&) - c(,, log p”o - PO log ik > 0. (4.35) 
By (4.33)(4.35), we see that with probability one for n large, 
n{log(a,~,- l,. + b,, 6,) -a, log I,- l,. - fin log 6,) > $h(or,). (4.36) 
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From (4.28), (4.30), (4.36), and C,/n + 0, it follows that with probability 
one for n large, 
G*(k) - G*(k - 1) > MC,, k = 1, 2,..., q (4.37) 
for any fixed M > 0. By (4.27) and (4.37) we see that with probability one 
for n large, 
4=4, (4.38) 
and the theorem is proved. 
5. MULTIVARIATE ONE-WAY RANDOM EFFECTS MODEL 
In this section, we discuss the relationship between drawing inference on 
the rank of the covariance matrix of column effects in a one-way mul- 
tivariate random effects model and the problem of finding the number of 
signals discussed in the preceding sections. The one-way multivariate ran- 
dom effects model is given by 
xi, = p + CC, + Efj (5.1) 
for i = 1, 2 ,..., k; j= 1, 2 ,..., m, where p is the general mean vector, a, is the 
vector of random effects of ith column and x0 denotes the jth observation 
on ith column and sil is distributed as multivariate normal with mean vec- 
tor 0 and covariance matrix Z, . Also, ai is distributed independent of cji as 
multivariate normal with mean vector 0 and covariance matrix $. The 
covariance matrix of xij is Z, where .Z’;, = $ + Zr. It is of interest to test 
whether the rank of II/ is r. If the rank of I,+ is r, then there exists a full rank 
matrix B: (p - r) x p such that B$ = 0. Testing the hypothesis that the rank 
is zero is equivalent to testing the hypothesis of no column effects. If rl/ is 
not of full rank, then we can take advantage of this knowledge in 
estimating $. Anderson [Z, 31 and Schott and Saw [14] have indepen- 
dently derived the LRT statistic for testing the hypothesis on the rank of II/. 
Now let S, and S, respectively denote the between groups and within 
group sums of squares and cross products matrices respectively. Then S, 
and S,. are distributed independently as central Wishart matrices with 
(k-l) and (km -k) degrees of freedom respectively, E(S,) = 
(k- 1)(C,+m$) and E(S,)=(km-k)Z,. So, the methods discussed in 
this paper are useful in estimating the rank of $. 
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6. DETECTION OF THE NUMBER OF SIGNALS WHEN 
EIGENVALUES OF Z, C; l HAVE MULTIPLICITIES 
In Sections 3 and 4, we discussed the problem of detection of the number 
of signals. In this section, we consider the problem of detecting the number 
of signals and finding the multiplicities of the eigenvalues of C,C;‘. We 
will first discuss the case when the underlying distribution is real mul- 
tivariate normal. 
For the interval [0, p], there exists Cf= 1 (7::) = 2PP ’ different integer 
partitions such as 0 = k. < k, < . . . < k, = p; 1= 1, 2,..., p. We denote the set 
of all such partitions with X. Let 
HZ ,... k,:Ak,m,+,= .” =&cc,.; i = 1, 2,..., 1 (6.1) 
where c, > ... > c, are unknown constants and ;1, Z E., > . . . 3 ;IP are eigen- 
values of C,C;‘. We will denote the corresponding parametric space and 
model with O,*, k, and Mtl. k,, respectively. We are interested in selecting 
the correct model My*i,,,.,,, using information theoretic criteria when we do 
not have any knowledge of q1 ,..., qr. When Hz ,... k, is true, the log- 
likelihood function log L*(8) is given by 
2logL*(tI)= -n, loglC,I -n,loglZ,I -n, trZ;‘S,-nn, trZ‘;‘S,. (6.2) 
At first we calculate 
sup 2 log L*(e). 
0 6 w,. A, 
Denote the eigenvalues of S, S; 1 by 6 1 > ’ ’ ’ >, 6,. There exist two non- 
singular matrices R and fi such that 
C, = RR’, C, = RAR’, 
s1 = iw, S2 = l?Ai?, 
where A = diag(l, ,..., A,) and A = diag(6, ,..., ~5~). Without loss of generality, 
we assume that 6,> ... >6,>0. Now, let R-Ii?= V. Then 
2 log L*(8) = -(nl + n2) iogjffff’j -n, log(i, ... l.P) + L,( I’, A), (6.3) 
where 
L,(V,A)=(n,+n,)logIV’VI-n,tr V’V-nn,tr(V’A-‘VA). (6.4) 
First we fix A = diag(l, ,..., 2,) where (6.1) is satisfied. For given A, we 
can now calculate Sup y L,( V, A). To accomplish this, we take derivative of 
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h=n,ln, B, = 44 n=n1 +n,. 





where Q’A ~ ‘Q and n are defined in (3.7). We have, similar to (3.11) 
sup L,( V, A) = -n i log(tx, + fl,,A,:’ Si) -np, 
v i=l 
-n, tr VV-n, tr(dVK’V)= -(n, +n,) p. (6.9) 
Now, using (6.3) and (6.9), we get 
sup 2logL*(0)= sup n - loglliri’l - p + c1, f: dk, log ci 
0 E et,, .A, L’,> “‘>C, i i=l 




where ICY = {ki- r + 1, ki- 1 + 2 ,..., ki} and Ak, = ki - k,- , . Now, let C;s be 
chosen such that 
Noticing that ti z a,, > 6,, + I >, Ei+ r, we get 
sup 2 log L*(e) = n -%logP,I -Pnbl&l -p 
0 E et,. A, 
(6.11) 
+ i C (0Z,lOgZi+P,lOg6j 
i= 1 ieK, 
-l”gCcrn2i+ Bn 6,))]. (6.12) 
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Also, we have 
sup 2logL*(e)=n(-cc,log~S,~ -&loglSzl -p}. (6.13) 
2,>o,z2>0 
Now, let 
L*(k,,...,k,)=,s$J,k {210gL*(e)}-z $$3>o w%~*w~. (6.14) 
1. I I . 
Then, we get 
L*(k, ,..., k,)=n i C (~,10g~i+p,log6,-log(~r,~;+~,6j)).(6.15) 
I=1 jEti, 
Now, let 
G*(k, ,..., k,) = L*(k, ,..., k,) - IC, (6.16) 
where C, satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) lim (CJn) =0 
n+m 
(ii) lim (CJlog log n) = co. 
n + m 
(6.17) 
Then, we estimate (Y, q, ,..., qr) with (?, d1 ,..., qi) where 
G*(ci 1 ,..., 4i) = ,k,=;tX G*(k,m k,) (6.18) . . 
whereX={(k ,,..., k,),O<k,<k,<...<k,=p,I=1,2 ,..., p). 
We now prove the strong consistency of the above procedure. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let n, S1 and n,Sz be distributed independently as central 
Wishart matrices with n, and n2 degrees of freedom, respectively. Also, let 
E(Si)=Zi (i= 1, 2). Then (i, d1 ,..., gi) defined by (6.18) is a strongly con- 
sistent estimate of (r, q, ,..., qr )whenn+oo,a,E[a,b]c(O,l)withaandb 
being constants and the true model M,*, q,. 
Proof. Suppose that h4:, Y, is the true model and 1, > ‘.. >, ,I, are the 
eigenvalues of Z,C;‘. By the law of the iterated logarithm, we have 
Si - Ci = O(Jlog log n/n) a.s.as n-+co, 
for i = 1, 2. Thus, 
s,‘/2s,s,~/“~~c;~l~~~~;~12~ O(&iGiG) a.s. as n + 03. 
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Ihi- A,[ = O(Jlog log n/n) a.s. as n + co 
for i = l,..., p. Suppose that (k, ,..., k,) 3 (j, ,..., j,). Then 
sup 2 log L*(e) 3 &soup 2 log L*(e). 
flE et,. .k, i; ..Jm 
So, we have 
L*(k, ,..., k,) 2 L*(j, >..., j,,,). 
(6.19) 
(6.20) 
Now we suppose that (k, ,..., k,) 3 (ql ,..., qr). Then I> r. Write rci = 
(q,-, + 1, qi-, + 2 ,..., qi}, dqi=a,, and Y, = (Si- ,I,)/&. Also, put &= 
(t, - cj)/cj for i = 1, 2 ,..., r. Assume (1 -E,) ci < hj d (1 + E,) ci for all Jo K,. 
Then 
Since 
we know that 
IEi - c,I < E,C, for i = l,..., Y. 




as n -+ cc for i= l,..., r. By (6.15) and Taylor’s expansion, we get 
0 < L*(k, ,..., k,) - L*(q, ,..., qr) < -L*(q I,..., qr) 
=n i C [log(l+ ‘nfii + Bn’j) - an l”gC1 + fii) - Pn l”g( l + vj)l 
i=licec, 
5i.i ,c CffA+P nv,’ + Canhi+ Bnv,)‘l(l + 0(1)) a.s. (6.24) 
1=l JEK, 
Now using (6.19) and (6.23), we have 
0 < -L*(q, ,...) q,) = O(log log n) a.s. (6.25) 
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as n -+ GO. By (6.16), (6.17), (6.24), and (6.25), with probability one for 
large n, 
G*(q, ,...> q,) - G*(k ,,..., k,) = L*(q ,,..., qr) - L*(k, ,..., k,) + (I- r) C, > 0. 
(6.26) 
Finally we suppose that (kl,..., k,) is a partition of [0, p] such that there 
exists at least one q, satisfying ki- 1 < qt < ki for some i. Define a new par- 
tition (1,2 ,..., qt--1, qt+l, qt+2 ,..., p) P (j ,,..., j,_,). By the fact 
(j, ,..., j,- 1 ) 2 WI ,..., k,) and (6.20), we have 
z-*tq, ,..., qr) -L*@, >‘..? k,) 2 L*(q, ,..., qr) - L*(j, ,..., j,- 1). (6.27) 
Now, let N, = {q,, q1 + 1). It is easy to see that 
-L*( j, ,..., j,-,)=n 1 [10g(M,~+~,6i)-~C1,10g~+~,log6~] 
/ENI 
where 
1 6j = 2. 
jcNtU,~+p,6j 
Define ,un such that 
c AJ 





By lim, + ‘u Sj = 1, a.s. for j E N,, we have 
lim (X-pL,)=O 
n - cc 
as. (6.31) 
By (6.31), ct>c,+l, and the condition a,, E [a, h] c (0, 1 ), there exists a 
constant p. such that 
C,>Po’PL,, n = 1, 2,... . (6.32) 
By (6.29), (6.31), and (6.32), we get 
-L*(j, ,..., jp- 1) 2 n C [log(a,pL, + PJ,) -a, log pn - PM log A,] + o(n) 
is N, 
Z nClw(a,l*, + Bs,) - a, log P~-B, log c,l + o(n) 
2nClog(wo + Bs,) - a, log cto -A log c,l + 4n). 
The function 
(6.33) 
h(a) = log(wo + PC,) - a, log PO - B, 1% c, (p = 1 -a) (6.34) 
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is positive and continuous for c( E [a, b]. So there exists a constant 
q, E [cr, b] such that 
h(a,) > h(a,) = log(a,po + A+,) -a, log pa-p,, log c, > 0. (6.35) 
By applying (6.33t(6.35), we get, with probability one 
- L*(j, ,..., jp- 1) 2 fnh(a,) (6.36) 
for large n. From (6.25), (6.27), (6.36), and lim, _ If C,/n = 0, we know 
that, with probability one for large n, 
G*(q, ,..., qr) - G*(k, ,..., k,) = L*(q, ,..., q,) - L*(k, ,..., k,) + o(n) 
3 $dz(a,) + o(n) > 0. (6.37) 
From (6.26) and (6.37) it follows that, with probability one for large n, 
(C 4, ,..., di) = (r, 41 Y..., q,), 
which completes the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
(6.38) 
Remark 6.1. L*(kl ,..., k,) can be regarded as a general test statistic (not 
necessarily the logarithm of the LRT statistic) for the testing the hypothesis 
Hz ,... k,. Also, let n,S, and n,S1, be distributed as C:L., X,X,! and C;=, Y,Yl 
respectively where X, ,..., X,, and Y I ,..., Y,, are subject to the following con- 
ditions: 
(a) Xl ,..., X,, are i.i.d. and Y, ,..., Ynz are i.i.d. such that E(X,) = 
E(Y,)=O 
(b) (Xl,...r %,,I and (Y1 ,..., Y,J are not necessarily independent 
(c) E(XIX;)=C, and E(Y,Y;)=Z, are positive definite 
(d) E(X;X,)‘< co and E(Y;Y,)‘< co. 
Then, (F, 4i ,..., gi) is still a strongly consistent estimate of (r, q, ,..., qr). 
Remark 6.2. If II, = cI is known, we can assume cI = 1. In this case, we 
redenote fC,,...kr, @$ ,_,., k,? Mk* ,,..., k,, L*(k, ,..., k,), and G*(k, ,..., k,) by the 
corresponding notations without stars. Following the same lines as in the 
case of proof from (6.1) to (6.10), we find that 
sup 2 log L(O) 
e!q ‘. k, 
= Sup n -logl&?‘+a, 9 log&- f log(or,&+p,6J-p 
(‘I> .” >c,-121 i= I i=, 
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I- 1 
= sup n -lOglI?I?‘l - p + CI, 1 Aki log CC 
c,> “‘>C,_,>l i=l 
I-1 
- 1 C lOg(~,C; + 8, dj) - C lodan + 8~ sj) 
i=l jeh-, JEKl 
Define ti as those defined in (6.11) and define 
T=max(idI--l,t,>l). 
If id z, then 
(6.39) 
(6.40) 
Sup LX, Ak; log ci - c log(cc,c, + p, S,) 
(‘,> I .I E h’, 
= ~1, Ak; log ;; - c log(cl,E; + p, Sj) (6.41) 
je li, 










SUP ~1, Aki log C, - 1 lOg(Cr,Ci + bn Sj) = - 1 lOg(M, + b, Sj), 
(‘,> 1 JE K, > jcc 
and the supremum is reached at c, = 1. Noting that t, > . . > f, > 1, we 
obtain 




-~,logls,l-B,logl~,I-P+ i c c471%~i 
i=l jeq 
+ p, log 6j-lOg(U,ii+ fin Sj)] - i (6.42) 
i=Kr+ 1 
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Hence we get 
L(k, “‘kt)=n 2 1 [~,logSi+~,lOg6~-lOg(a”ti+~,6~)] 
i=l jcK, 
-n -f log(cr,+/?,6,). (6.43) 
i=Kr+ 1 
Now, let 
W, >..., k,) = L(k, ,..., k,) - IC, (6.44) 
where C, satisfies (6.17). Then we estimate (r, q1 ,..., ql) with (i, 4 ,,..., Qi), 
where 
G(4, ,..., di) = max G(k, ,..., k,), (6.45) 
(k, ,...,k,) E x 
where X is the set defined by (6.18). Similarily as Theorem 6.1, we have 
THEOREM 6.2. Let n,S,, n,S, be distributed independently as central 
Wishart matrices with n, and n2 degrees of freedom, respectively. Also, let 
ESi=Zj (i= 1, 2). Then (i,q ,,..., q,-) defined by (6.45) is a strongly con- 
sistent estimate of (r, q 1 ,..., ql), when n + 00, a, E [a, b] c (0, 1) with a, b 
being constants and the true model MY,. y,. 
Since, with probability one, when n is large enough, z = r - 1 under the 
hypothesis H,, Yr, we find that Theorem 6.2 can be proved by the same 
argument as used in the proof of Theorem 6.1. So we omit the proof here. 
Remark 6.3. The strong consistency of (i, Gi,..., gi) in Theorem 6.2 
holds good under the conditions (a)-(d) in Remark 6.1 even if nlS, and 
n2Sz are not distributed as central Wishart matrices. 
Remark 6.4. If n,SI and n2S, are distributed independently as central 
complex Wishart matrices. Then the log-likelihood function log L(8) is 
given by, up to an adding constant, 
log L(B)= -n, logl.Z,I -n,logIC,I -n, tr L;‘S, -n, tr C;‘S?. 
In the arguments in Sections 3-6, we only need change the following 
notations 
C, = RR*, L-, = RAR*, 
s, = itA*, S, = RAl?* in (3.2) 
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where A* denotes the transpose of the conjugate of the matrix A: 
L,(V’,n)=(n,+n,)loglv*vl-nltr V*V-n,trK’VdV* in (3.4) 
and Q being a unitary matrix instead of an orthogonal matrix and rewrite 
Q’ as Q* in (3.7) and (3.8). F ina 11 y we can get the same representations of 
the log-likelihood ratio test statistic as given in (3.18), (3.23), (6.15), and 
(6.43). In the same way, we can prove the analog to Theorems 4.1, 6.1, 
and 6.2. 
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